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The Neurovascular Unit (NVU) is a relatively recent concept describing the relationship 
between neuronal and vascular compartments, particularly for two key processes: 

• main driver of functional hyperemia, matching 
local blood supply to neuronal demand via 
glutamate (stimulates release of vasoactive 
signals from astrocytes and pericytes). 

• development and regulation of the cerebral 
blood-brain barrier (BBB) that is fundamental 
as a selective transport barrier to maintain an 
optimal environment for brain function.
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• Evidence linking BBB dysfunction with prenatal/antenatal pathophysiological states: 
o defective brain transport of leptin (obesity) 
o reduced CNS insulin (baroreceptor deficiency in pregnancy)
o microglial activation and neuroinflammation (Zika-microcephaly, FIRS) 
o GLUT1 deficiency syndrome (epilepsy, learning disabilities)
o SL75A (LAT1) dysfunction (autism)
o SL16A2 (MCT8) deficiency (altered thyroid delivery and neurological impairment)
o DNT – hypoxia, metal toxicity, pesticide toxicity, …

• OECD Test No. 424: Neurotoxicity Study in Rodents – does not directly evaluate BBB 
function but can be influenced by a breakdown in the function in the various cell types.

• We know that chemicals interact with the BBB, but to what extent do chemicals of interest 
disrupt its development and function?

BBB pathophysiology
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Endothelial cells: continuous tight junctions, no 
fenestrations, limited transcytosis.

Pericytes: produce a basement membrane continuous with 
that produced by the endothelial microvasculature.

Astrocytes: processes (end-feet) interact directly with the 
basement membrane; appear after formation of the BBB.

Microglia: resident macrophages of the brain, are of 
hematopoietic origin in the early embryonic yolk sac. 

Researchgate.net

BBB microvasculature: late fetal to adult lifestages
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• Microglia orchestrate neurovascular patterning through local signaling; however, 
when activated they can invoke a local neuroinflammatory response.



BBB phylogeny
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Key BBB transporters are conserved

Saili et al. 2017, Birth Defects Res

86 genes (of >400) play a role in BBB form
ation
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BBB ontogeny

• Different components emerge and mature at different 
stages of prenatal development.

• Commences with angiogenic sprouting from the 
perineural vascular plexus (PNVP).

• ECs + PCs invade the embryonic neural epithelium on 
E9-10 (mouse) and GD 26 (human).

• Circulating microglia from the yolk sac colonize the 
neuroepithelium  resident macrophages of the brain. 

• BBB properties (tight junctions, GLUT1) and barrier 
function (TEER) evident by E11 and increases to birth.
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EPA-A*STAR collaboration with A Silvin, F Ginhoux – A*STAR/SIgN

Vasculature (CD31)
Macrophage (Iba1)
Dextran 3KDa

Microglia are required to establish BBB/microvasculature

Vasculature (CD31)
Macrophage (Iba1)
Dextran 3KDa

• promote vascular patterning and BBB barrier development in the embryonic forebrain. 

Control mouse fetus Microglia depleted (anti-CSFR1) 
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Hypothesis: ‘microglial sensing’ is a key event in BBB developmental toxicity
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• HTS data generated on up to 58 reference chemicals across 18 
diverse cell-based angiogenic and neurogenic features.

• ToxPi bioactivity signatures used to train a logistic regression 
literature model to annotate clusters with PubMed MeSH.

• Chemical-specific pairwise mutual information score predicts 
NVU developmental hazard potential for advanced modeling.

HTS profiling of angiogenic-neurogenic chemical bioactivity

inflammatory

neurogenic

angiogenic

Zurlinden et al. 2020, Reprod Toxicol 9
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BBB systems model for predictive toxicology
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24 molecular targets
(99 ToxCast assays)

Saili et al. 2017, Birth Defects Res 10



11CCTE, work in progress

VEGF-A gradient: NPCs in subventricular zone

endothelial tip cell
endothelial stalk cell
microglial cell

Microglial-Endothelial network

Advanced Modeling: neovascularization of the neural tube
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Executing a simulated concentration-response
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• Progressive bioactivity affects microglial-endothelial 
interaction (reduced tortuosity  deficiency of SVZ).

• Quantitative microvascular ‘cybermorphs’ predicts an 
AC50 for Mancozeb disruption at 0.5 μM.



EPA STAR Center Co-operative grant #835737 , University of Wisconsin (W Murphy)

Checking the prediction: microglial integration in a synthetic microsystem

Critical concentration (PoD) for Mancozeb 
on neural tube vascularization:

- predicted by in silico cNVU = 0.5 µM 
- observed in organotypic culture = 0.3 µM.
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Incorporating the neurogenic domain (preliminary) 

O Naphade, work in progress
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Neurovascular Unit-on-a-Chip Module

15EPA STAR grant (new), Vanderbilt University, D Cliffel and J Wikswo

• Human endothelial cells, astrocytes, 
pericytes, and neurons.

• Microanalyzer for real time data 
(glucose, lactate, oxygen, pH, and 4 
neurotransmitters).

• Testing neuroinflammation (LPS) and 
neurotoxicity (CPF) pathways.



Embryonic Human Neurovascular Unit (hNVU): quantitatively assess the 
impact of chemical-induced disruption of neural morphogenesis and function. 

16S Hunter, work in progress

• Impact of the endothelial-pericyte barrier on 
developmental neurotoxicity, 

• Assess chemical effects on barrier function in a 
human cell-based in vitro system(s).



2D-3D: Neurons & Astrocytes

• Y-27632 is a cell permeable rock inhibitor that cross the NVU barrier – increases proliferation and differentiation of 
human ‘EZ neurosphere’ cells to neural and astrocytic phenotypes (green fluorescence) in all models.

• BCH is a LAT-1 transporter inhibitor that does not cross the barrier; with BCH there are few NPCs cells, little 
differentiation (bright green neural structure) and almost no red astrocytes. In the MPS devices, proliferation and 
differentiation are similar to control cultures. 

Qualification of barrier function in the hNVU



T Shafer, S Hunter - work in progress

Embryo-fetal NVU Barrier: application to developmental neurotoxicity

• Microelectrode array (MEA) assay 
platform developed in Tim Shafer’s lab.

• Monitors rat cortical neuronal network 
formation and electrochemical activity.

• Used to profile ToxCast chemicals for 
direct effects on neuronal networks. 

• Rat cortical MEA system has been 
integrated with the transwell hNVU.



Summary

• NVU composed of multiple cells types and >400 genes, at least 90 of which play 
important roles in BBB development and function. 

• BBB becomes functional soon after it forms during organogenesis (6-14 weeks in 
human gestation).

• Development and function is perturbed by multiple pathophysiological conditions 
and may underlie neurodevelopmental disorders linked to chemical exposure.

• Dynamics of the system modeled in silico and in vivo focusing on microglial sensing 
as potential roles in neurodevelopmental toxicity linked to their activation.
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